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Washington shaken up
by briefing on Russia
by Rainer Apel
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tor of the nation, is now faced with such absurd phenomena
as the country having to import eggs from Israel-at prices
that the vast majority of the citizens cannot afford.
Or, giving yet another example of the outrageous situation
that has developed in the East, Cheremnykh reported the case
of a resident of St. Petersburg who has figured out a "clever"
way of making a living when normal work is either not avail
able or, if it is, cannot secure the average citizen's existence:
He steals from a hospital contaminated clothes that are desig
nated to be burnt for hygienic reasons, to sell them on the
black market for good rubles. That person would not even
pose the question how many more Russians might become
infected with serious diseases from wearing those clothes.
The 'Great Criminal Revolution'

Practices such as the above document the decline of moral
standards also among the population under the regime of
an economic "reform" policy that has created what Viktor
Kuzin, leader of the Moscow Bureau for Human Rights De
fense, described as the "Great Criminal Revolution." The
West, Kuzin said, has to see that the reality behind the policy
of its much-beloved President Yeltsin is the rise of organized
crime, which goes along with the targeted removal of all state
institutions and independent political organizations that have
called for action against that process. The West has to take
notice of the fact that many political parties which for good
reasons-the increasing poverty among the population being
one of them-have voiced opposition to Yeltsin's "reforms,"
were simply thrown off the ballot before the Dec. 12, 1993
elections and are, therefore, not seated in the new Russian
parliament.
The West, Kuzin said, has to know that the entire struc
ture of state investigators, police, and other security officials
who either have looked into the activities of organized crime
and its overlaps with the new elites of the Russian administra
tion, or potentially might do so, has to a large extent already
been abolished by Yeltsin-by the same Yeltsin that is hailed
as the "beacon of reforms" by western experts.
Those 60,000 "newly privatized enterprises" that Presi
dent Clinton spoke of during his recent visit to Moscow as an
"encouraging sign of the progress that reforms have made,"
are but a small number of those who have aligned themselves
with the new Russian mafia and pay their dues so that they
appear in the official statistics, Dmitri Glinsky, chairman of
the Young Russia Union party, explained sarcastically at the
seminar. The others that have not aligned themselves are not
listed, and therefore not noticed by the West.
Interest in the proposals of LaRouche

The depth of the destruction that has been experienced
by the vast majority of Russians and by that part of the
elites who have managed not to be corrupted by the Yeltsin
reforms, has, as Prof. Wolter Manusadjan, president of the
International Ecological Academy (the "Academy of 100"),
EIR
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said in his seminar presentation, led �any to study with great
interest and fascination the proposals imade by the American
economist Lyndon LaRouche. LaRo�che's unique expertise
in the principles of physical econom � has, therefore, gained
many supporters among Russian sciqntists. This is also the
main motive behind the recent deci�ion of the "Academy
of 100" to elect LaRouche to their! body of international
members, Manusadjan reported.
.
The expertise of LaRouche is alscl> contributing essential
aspects to the work of economic e�perts of the National
Democratic Party of Georgia, Vladim � r Kilasoniya, a leading
member of that party, reported. A pr�posal for the extension
of LaRouche's proposal for the crea�ion of a "Paris-Berlin
Vienna Productive Triangle" for indu�trial and infrastructur
al development in post-1989 Europe ijnto a project for devel
opment of the Caucasus, is now being �orked out by a special
commission of his party, Kilasoniya *aid.
The potential of the scientific and �igh-technology sectors
of the former Soviet Union, even in th, small, newly indepen
dent republics such as Armenia, is i �ense, and can still be
mobilized for great infrastructure proj� cts despite the factthat
work in those sectors has come to a s�andstill, largely under
the regime of the post-I 989 "reforms j" Haik Babookhanian,
a member of the Yerevan City Coun9 il and the presidium of
the Union of Constitutional Rights o� Armenia, stated in his
presentation. The fact that up until fi�e years ago, Armenia
still pursued such ambitious technol�gy projects as nuclear
power development and the construction of maglev railway
lines, is certainly almost unknown i� the West. Today, in a
situation of war (with Azerbaijan) a qd economic war (with
the IMF), Armenia has been forced t� stop all those projects.
Armen Zatikyan, another Armenipn speaker, voiced sur
prise about the fact, that under the st�ng influence of British
geopolitical interests, western diplom�cy in the Caucasus has
ostensibly been taken over by outri �ht double standards of
political judgment that have created the paradox where two
former generals of the Soviet KGB iare viewed as the two
foremost "democratic" leaders of n;tions in the Caucasus
today: Eduard Shevardnadze of Geo�gia and Haidar Aliyev
of Azerbaijan. If these two politici!lns were portrayed as
"outstanding leaders" by Britain's diplomats, they should
then run for political office in Londo � , but not in Georgia or
,
Azerbaijan, Zatikyan recommende4· i .
The latest product of western fn*-market ideology that
is being marketed in the East is a ga,* called "win a citizen
ship in an important country." Thi+ is, as speakers from
several of the nations at the seminar t onfirmed, a lottery for
immigration and employment in the l1 nited States, in which
.
every Caucasian, Ukrainian, and Rus an citizen is permitted
to take part, on the condition that he' vests betwec;n $15 (in
Armenia) and $100 (in Ukraine). T e lottery board is run
by western banks and their eastern r presentatives, in close
cooperation with the respective easte governments and the
U.S. Immigration Board.
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